
clear away what 
you don’t want

MAKING YOUR STYLE HAPPEN 2 .0 
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MAKING YOUR STYLE HAPPEN 2 .0 

or Michaelangelo-ing it
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When they asked Michelangelo how 
he created his famous statue of David, 
he answered, 

“It was easy. I saw David in 
the marble and I just removed  
the parts that weren’t David.”



we can do this with 
our closet to reveal 

our style



we can do this with 
our closet to reveal 

our style

remove the parts that 
aren’t our style



cleaning your 
closet is simple



cleaning your 
closet is simple

…BUT IT ’S NOT EASY



here’s the test we 
want each piece 

to pass



NON-NEGOTIABLES



NON-NEGOTIABLES

 does it make me feel my style cores?
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 me excited?



NON-NEGOTIABLES
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 does it make me feel empowered in  
 my body?



NON-NEGOTIABLES

 does it make me feel my style cores?

  can i think of ways to wear it that make   
 me excited?

 does it make me feel empowered in  
 my body?

yes



EXTRA CREDIT



EXTRA CREDIT

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?



EXTRA CREDIT

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?

 would i want to be wearing it in my profile  
 picture, website photos, to give a speech?  
 {is it something i want to be known in +   
 remembered for?}



EXTRA CREDIT

 if i saw it in a store today, would i buy it?

 would i want to be wearing it in my profile  
 picture, website photos, to give a speech?  
 {is it something i want to be known in +   
 remembered for?}

 is there nothing i would change about it?  
 {vs. every time you look at it thinking “i just   
 wish it was [a different colour, a little bit  
 longer, more comfortable, etc.]}



run your pieces 
through these 

checks



AND KNOW THAT IT WON’T 
BE ONE AND DONE



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 
your style becomes clearer,



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 
your style becomes clearer,

& reveals more of what is not your style,



each time you exfoliate away  
some of the pieces that were not 
your style, 
your style becomes clearer,

& reveals more of what is not your style,

…and so it is time to exfoliate again



KEEP A TO-BE-UPDATED BOX

helpfulhack:



helpfulhack:

IT ’S HARD TO GET RID OF THINGS 
THAT ARE NOT OUR STYLE WHEN WE 

ARE STILL WEARING THEM



helpfulhack:

WE DON’T LOVE IT,  BUT… 

it’s the only black top we have

it’s comfortable to work from home in

it’s the only top that goes with a certain skirt you love

etc.



helpfulhack:

solution: 

KEEP A TO-BE-UPDATED LIST



helpfulhack:

2  COLUMNS: 



helpfulhack:

2  COLUMNS: 

piece i want to 
get rid of



helpfulhack:

2  COLUMNS: 

piece i want to 
get rid of

what  i need  
in order to get  

rid of it



helpfulhack:

un-flattering 
baggy black top

a v-neck black 
top that feels 

flattering



helpfulhack:

comfy knit tee 
with a stain on it

2 comfortable 
knit tops i could 
wear with jeans



helpfulhack:

uncomfortable 
white top that 
matches skirt

any other top that 
i can wear with 

the skirt



helpfulhack:

refer to the to-be-updated list when you create 
your shopping lists and stick to your commitment 

to get rid of the piece when you replace it



no one is counting how 
often you repeat pieces 

or outfits

*REMINDER*



you are allowed to feel 
good—feel your best—
everyday in whatever 

that is

*REMINDER*



even if it’s alternating 
between the same 2 

dresses 

*REMINDER*

(refer to earlier point on creating variations)



WE’RE CREATING A MOVEMENT OF 

less CONFORMANCE TO AMBIGUOUS 
SOCIAL PRESSURES, 

more FEEL-GOOD ACHIEVABLE STYLE



2 .0  CLEARING AWAY WHAT YOU DON’T WANT 

your action steps



1. mindfully evaluate the pieces you have 
use your guide—you can do this in 
icrements regularly, or you can do a 
closet overhaul
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your action steps



1.

2.

mindfully evaluate the pieces you have 
use your guide—you can do this in 
icrements regularly, or you can do a 
closet overhaul

start your to-be-updated list 
use the template to start tracking what 
you need to replace, and what you need 
to replace it

2 .0  CLEARING AWAY WHAT YOU DON’T WANT 

your action steps


